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'Child Development: Where Have
We Been and Where Are We
Going with Our Knowledge?

James P. Corner
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This morning I i;PSould like to share with you my thoughts and
concerns about where we have been and itihe're we are going regarding

our knowledge about child development arid, most important, our appli-
cation of this knowledge I do notpretend to have an answer to the issues

I Will raise, but I think they are, issues we must all think ab6ut.

. . I was pleased with the theme of this conference, One Child
Indivisible. I understand this'to mean that you would like to think about
the whole child It seems to me that we trave paid far.too much attention

in the past to intellectual develOpment without paying sufficient atten-
tion to the spiritual or emotional side of the, child s development, Q child
is a social being and a prod uit of a'soceal milieu that greatly influences
the human spirit or psychological state and. in turn. the child's intellec-
itual function. We can t, then, really talk about inteltectual development
without paying sufficient attention to social or environmental condi-

tions. .
. .

Many among us will say,' "But we have talked about social
conditions.' We have indeed, but our discussions and studies havetbeen

of limited value. We have tended to study the child 'in pieces- which fit
Your various disciplines, with onlya few efforts to look at the whole child

as he at she is related the fnctioning of our major institutions and the
social policies of the larger society. Otherwise more of us would have

1
'psychological and intellectual functioning hasn't been adequately
asked long ago why what wealtead4know about social, conditions and'

applied in the rearing and'aevelopment of all-American children
, . .

.
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Chad Development

Recently I had the honor of being interviewed by Dr Milton
Senn, former director of the Yale Chad Study Center, and a pioneer in the
child development and child care field I was very struck by the first
question he asked me. and I trust that he will not mind my mentioning
again here. His question What more do we really need to know about
child development? Why is it necessary to study and demonstrate the
same points over and over in study after study? He pointed out that we
already know that maternal care 'paternal or some important caretaker),
is very important He wondered why we continue to study maternal and
family care in monkeys and conduct a number of other studies before.we
make it possible for most children to have the kind of family .care we
know is necessary to rear healthy children who will becOme competent
and humane adults

But do we know enough about what it, takes to rear healthy
children?41 was amazed as I sat and listenedlo our previous speaker, Dr.
Burton White, at the amount of agreement we have around the basic
issues of childrearing and development. It was also obvious that most of
you were in agreement with him regarding what is needed. BecaUse the
matter has been covered and there is much agreement, I Will not go over
it in detail. I will attempt thismorning to,raise your consciousness about
the issue Dr. Senn raised.

Before I address this issue I would like to make it clear that I am
not anti-intellectual. I am not opposed to careful,systematic, hard, clean
researchwhere it is necessary and possible. In addition, I am often
irritated by those who cry irrelevant or suggest thit traditional research
methods do not apply to minority or poor children as an excuse for
sloppy research. But, on the other hand, researchers can be used. It is a

way for government and other responsible leaders to say, "We're doing
something. It is a way to divert our attention from social policies which
are, at the present time, creating more problems than the helping
professions:social work, psychology, psychiatry, education, etc.can
overcome.

Now back to the question,,what do we already know? We know
that all children must have their basic needs metfood, clothing, shel-
ter, health cate. Weeknow that Motor develOpmeril, speech, language.
cognitiveandlorInteilectual developthent must be stimulated by others,
..6speciallySpprents o'cmeaningful and important others. We know that
desirable moral and social deyelopment must be carefully cultivated acrd
occurs best in an environment of fair play, with guidanCe, optimal stale-
ture, and-freedom. Jri addition to promoting moral and social develop-

.,
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ment, such an environment Kill give a child a sense of-belonging, worth,

value, and Competence.
Certainly we do not know all there is to know about child

development. We will never know-all there is to know. Nor do we need to

know all there is to know. But we do now know enough about what it

takes for a child to become a psychologically healthy and humane adult.

Where have we been? What have we studied? How has ituteen

used'? To date we have studied children their familids, and their s cul-

tures We have given advice to parents We hive talkeci about the child in

school and given advice to teachers But we have ignored our findings
about the kind -of relationship a family needs with institutions and the

society in order to he able to rear a child to become a competent and

humane adult. Because we pay little attention to the necessary relation-

ships between fan- ;lies and society, we were not prepared to look care-

fully at the kind of institutional and societal changes needed to keep up

with changing technology. indeed, it is my impression that we still rear

children fOr the nineteenth century rather than the twentieth century;

that we have ignored the impact and demand of technological change.'
Let us discuss for a minute the.issue of technological change: In

a short 70 years we have swept frorn a horse and buggy society through

the automobile age, the airplane age, the jet age, and into the rocket age.

The horse and buggy were very close to the technology of the wheel.

Today is the first time in the history of the lirorld that.*ildren have not

grown up to live in a society very much like that of their parents and theii

parents parents before them. In fact, we cannot even imagine what life

and society in the year 2000 will be like. About the only thing we can say

with any certainty is that the basic needs of children must be met; that

parents and meaningful others must live under conditions which will

permit them to stimulate desirable intellectual, social, moral, and

psychological development in their children.
Given the task, we are ill- preparedlo face the fUture, for we have

not done well in thepastas a society or as professionals (social scien-

tists and social servicelproviders).
Prior to the 1930s, there was outright racial oppression

Families and children were by it at-a time when we

were already moving into the first stagelf advanced technological

development. Massive immigration from Europe to America had aker
place and Black migration from the South to the North was taking place.

Our professions did,not study or speak to the importance of bringing

these groups into the mainstream, of permitting them to experienca
sense of belonging, worth, and value so that parent could adequately

care for their children.
In the 1940s, we knew (or should have known) that-We shoyld
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speak to the need to build community"new towns, new services
needed to meet the needs of a society changing from a rural agricultural
country to an urb4n, -highly-industrialized society. We stood by as gov-

ernment and business, for prejudice and profit. permitted the develop-
ment of chaotic suburban sprawl which has served to the detriment 64-all

of us. We stood by as high-rise containers were built for thePoor--ever.
encouraged itand stood by again as the most able and most organ,zec
people among the poor were moved out when they reached a marginal
income level. We failed to point out that this would lead to the frustration
and flounderaig we see in so many such projects today.

In the 1950s and 1960s, we watched the impact of science and
automation push the least educated off the job market and prevent many
undereducated people from ever entering.' Instead Of speaking to the
nature of the social policies of institutions And systems responsible, we
focused on individuals. We spoke of "disadvantaged" and "under-
privileged children and families rather than a malfunctioning social

system. This led us astray.
Too many-helping professions confused privilege with

economic condition. A privileged child is not necessaritt one from a
middle- or upper-income family but one who has'a high quality develop-
mental experience. -I once worked on a psychiatric ward where the
names of the patients read like a Who's Who in America. But because the
youngsters had been passed from one caretaker to another while their
parents pursued their careers; those yoUngsters were not able to func-
tion adequately as young adults and adi,ilts.

I am fortunate that I was, already an adult during- the 1950s and

1960s. In the 1940s and 1950s, there was nobody to feel sorry' for me
because I was from a low-income family. My parents and my teachers
had the same expectations of me as they had of everybody 'else wit he

same potential. When I didn't do the job as a patrol .boy in the sev
grade, the patrol leader took my belt away. As an "underprivileged child"
in the 1960s, I might have been given a "break" and might not have
learned a very valuable lesson for life, if you don't perform well, you lose
privileges and desirable opportunities. _

In the 1950s and 1960s, we looked back at our mistakes
,. particularly those in the area of race relationsand decided to bus

children to integrate schools. We did not deyelop new towns, Income
maintenance programs, and a national health program in order to create

a national climate orcomrgunity" ... the kind of climate in which we can

'-best rear children.
,
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challenge has been to collect new knowledge rather than to apply tried

and true knowledge: t6Se concerned about the intellect rather than the

affect and the resultant quality of human relationships. .

Spurred by Russia's development of Sputnik, we asked, "Why

can't John and Jane learn more?" That was a narrow and inadequate

response. Helping Johnand Jane learn more is not the real challenge 9f

today's technological society. Children who are reared well and attend

reasonably good schools will learn well. We live in a highly mobile age in

which we can have breakfast in California and lunch in New York. We are,

as a result. a nation otltrangers Because of sop_histscated communica-

tions systems. we are the most highly informed people in the history of

theworld. But'now, mate than When we lived in isolated areas with little

communication. we receive conflicting views and information. Thus,

more than helping Jape and John (and Seen and Sally) learn more, we

should be helping John. Jane, Sat, and Salty learn to get along better.

. We cannot help' them by looking at intellectual, moral, and

social .development as if they were processes limited to- a child or a

child's family s conceptual capacity, We must pay attention to the fact

that theeconomic and, political processes which.shape the fortunes and

fUtures of John, Jane, Sam, and Sally'srnammas and Papas are directly

related to the develop eat of these traits and conditions.
Occasionally we social science and social service people do ra..-

Look at the political and economic processes. We:often turn away in

disgust and anger, prefeiring to serve people. and avoid the "nasty"

poWer and control garRes. But-we do not look closely enough at the

'gamed we play. We play control and fiower games "in the name of the

.children'' so much so that I am sometimes reminsled of the history of

wars 'in the name of religion. We continue to train many teachers on

well-controlled campuses-away from 'the real worldto avoid entan-

glement with "them"politicians, nonacademic edutators; and par-

ents. I am fold that it is still possible to become a teacher with less than a

year, even_a half year, in a real classrobrn. And even today many trainers

of teachers have never.been outside of the walls of academe:

We continue to-do research by methods approved of at univer-

sities becatAe-t hey are "hard" and never ask, "But are-they applicable ?"

Qn my cynical days, I sometimes compare the static research designs I

',often see with the Measuremeote a ran on a feather in a wind tunnel.

Social forces are often stronger and faster moving than our cherished

independent variables. We-continue to reward researchespecially

- "hard" research, whatever that isover teaching and service.

''' But concern with issues of power and contr9I do not only afflict

the educational establishlnent. Many young people come to troubled

school systems and attempt to impoSe their olAin ideas on those systems,

9
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disregarding the views and needs of the people already there. Far too
often I see strugglet for po-wer and control rn reform social change
agencies, formed because of disgust with troublesome issies of power
and control in "Establishment social and educational agencies. I have
seen issues of race. seniority, and credentials used to maintain power at
the e_ xpense of effectiveness. I have seen teachers. who beat the children
out of_the school at the close of day, argue that an increase in salary
would enable /hem to improve the quality of education.

In my Opinion social scientists and social service people have
spent too much tMe and energy on issues relating to the best interest of
their respective professions We have spent too much time and energy
studying individuals to be served children and their families. We have
paid too little attention to whether our own structures and operations
best meet the needs of our clients. We have spent toe) little time looking at
who shapes social service policies, why it is shaped in certain ways. and
why aren't the well-tested principles of child development facilitated by
law and practice.

Few of us know very much about the political process. Many of
us don't even want to think about the impact of legislation and social
policy on the climate and operatRn of our institutions. Most of us have'
not thought very much about hove school organization and management
(or social service organization and management) directly affects the
behavior and functioning of adults and children. We prefer to serve. But
service is not enough. It is all too clear now that inadequate and unjust
social policy and practice creates problems in people faster than all
social service personnel and agencies can correct or Overcome them. It
appears to me that those of us concerned about children must pay
attention to, help shape, and help implement policies which favorably
affect the lives of children.

I am happy to see that there is some movement in this dire-611°n. I
hotice that there were three sessions scheduled during this conference
to discuss the political process, but in each case legislators were telling
us about how the political process works, an indication of the fact that we
have A long way to go in developing the kind of interest, knowledge, and
organization necessary to affect social policy. I was also delighted to see
that there were two sessions regarding managemerirskills. We will not < f
make significant progress in providing good services for children until
We pay much more attention to the importance of school management.

Yes, we are moving. Bud we are very late. We are already at an
age in which there will be lees work for more people. Yet our psychologi-
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cal and social functioning is organized around work. We are still dealing
With issues of busing, housing, and,"or racial and class conflict at a time
when we should be ready to redistribute our wealth so that families may
function well, crutdren may develop well, and people will have a sense of
personal adequacy, worth, and value even though they'are not working
or working less.

In order to fac6 up to the issues of our time and the future we
must make some changes Vreicannot continue to train teachers and
other social service personnet (and even social scientists) on college
campuses, isolated during most of their period, of study from the envi-
ronment !n which they will wdrk. We must look for ways to train re-
searchers so that they. will be more helpful in the real world. More of the
literature must be from teachers, administrators, and social workers on
The front line. We must pay more attention to the issue of helping children
develop good s and relationship skills. They are as important, if not
more import t, than raising the 10 5 to 10,points.

I spect thattoday s criminals have a 10 to 15 percent higher IQ
score an those of 50 years ago, but is has not helped them become
be r citizens.

Unfortunately, we cannot make much progress in helping our
children develop better social and relationship skills until we address
ourselves to the matter of creating a fair play society with, reasonable
.conditions for parents, teachers, and children; until cooperation, shar-
ing, and fair play their best interest. When we are genuinely commit-
ted to creating this kind of society, research findings will not be used to
pretend that we are doing something. They will be implemented to
promote and maintain a harmonious Society.
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